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Learn to draw a portrait in 15 minutes! In the past ten years, I have earned thousands of dollars
sitting at events and drawing fast sketches of peopleâ€™s faces. I got faster and more precise as I
kept practicing, but I also discovered you need some basic knowledge to even give it a try. While
youâ€™re sketching as fast as you can and looking at the facial features, analyzing everything in
your brains, there are certain tricks you can apply, questions you have to ask yourself when
youâ€™re analyzing a face, and tips you should know in order to minimize the time you spend on
them. In this book, I will tell you what I know, give you a number of examples, and take you through
what I have found to be the most effective steps when youâ€™re sketching a portrait. This is a
unique method that will help you become better faster. Donâ€™t wait and grab this fantastic chance
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Honestly, I like books like this that donâ€™t get lost in a vast list of materials and how to hold the
pencil and what kind of drawing paper to get and so forth. Mr.Noot goes straight to the point and
offers good advice on how to get a fast sketch done on faces. The authorâ€™s proposition is
accomplished with plenty of examples on how to achieve this goal. Good for those already
acquainted with drawing portraits. Very nice Kindle edition.

Buy this book!!! It is a must for the budding artist and even the established artist will get something
out of this book.You will quickly gain confidence in drawing, coloring and shading a gorgeous face, it
is not something that only a profession artist can achieve. I love this book, inspirational and
wonderful addition to my mixed media art library (you will not regret this purchase)

Draw faces is another great book by Vincent Noot. In this book there are all tips and advice for
drawing faces easy and quickly. If someone has a passion with drawing in this book can find all
necessary information. Also inside the book there are a lot of pictures about drawing faces step by
step! Nice Job!

I absolutely love this book. Speed sketching is essential to capturing rapidly shifting life and scenes
so this book will give you a boost even if you never earn a dime by sketching for money. He has
detailed instruction for capturing the essential structural elements, and the encouragement to speed
will keep beginning portrait-makers from obsessing over details, the usual response to fear of
criticism. The only thing that set my teeth on edge was the grammar errors. I use an occasional
incomplete sentence in my own writing, for effect, but you have to have the noun and verb agree on

tense. Always.

OK this is a fast lesson on how to draw fast. I like the the format, each step has a list of questions
that the artist needs to ask him/her self to be able to do the step properly. Also, I appreciated the
author's comments on what to do with the face outline. I read this book once and I will surely read it
again several more times.

Please don't waste your money. It's a short inconsequential book of so-so drawings and self
promotion. Drawing a portrait quickly requires more than anything else lots of practice and better
guides than this one. I recommend Jack Spicer's "Draw Faces in 15 minutes" if you want a book on
portraits done quickly.

A nice book to get inspired to do fast sketches, an easy and fast read and it goes right to the point. I
think you already need some experience to get it done, that means, it isn't a book for absolute
beginners. I've already done some portraits from photographs what surely will help with doing
portraits in a time limit. I definitely got me in the mood to try it out.

Needs many more "in process" drawings - more step by step - the general shape, then the eyes,
etc. to see how the final drawing is "built". Should not be hard to include for the next edition.
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